EuroBrew #3 HHBT Incoming Partners
Programme:
Wednesday 4th Oct.

Arrival in Hallerndorf
Visit to Gänstaller Bräu.
During a tour of the brewery you'll find time for expert talks about brewing
technology and the sense or nonsense of the puritylaw.
Swedish and Scottish as well as the Franconian participants report about the
exceptional quality level of their beer and set up a very special brew.

Thursday 5th Oct.

Starting at 6:30 pm:

A delighful evening with delicous, special beers:
Beertasting of Scottish, Swedish and Franconian handcrafted beers
Organized by Deutsche Bierakademie Bamberg Berlin München *)
Incoming partners present their beer, explain brewing and inform about their
local craft beer situation.
In the morning: A guided tour through Bamberg.
Friday 6th Oct.

Arrival in Ochsenhausen
In the evening: Expert talks and dinner in Ochsenhausen at HHBT *)
Expert talks and presentation of the Swedish and Scottish brewing tradition
and an up to date example how vivid hand crafted brewing is, demonstrated by
two breweries and two beer-associations from Sweden and Scotland (2*45')

Sat 7th and Sun 8th Oct.

At this event the EuroPass Mobility will be awarded to successful participants
of the YEAST project.
Additional YEAST activities at HHBT:
Two former participants report about their stay abroad. (30')
Setup a brew for a special beer: YEAST #3
Arrival in Karlstadt on Sunday evening

A tour of vocational school in Karlstadt.
Presentation of Swedish/Scottish beer culture by the breweries and the
Mon 9 and Tue 10 Oct:
associations in classes for apprentices to become brewers and malsters.
Presentation of Swedish/Scottish social and educational system in classes of
other apprentices. (each day 2*45' in two classes)
th

th

Wed 11th Oct

Farewell and departure

Programme may be subject to change.
Incoming Partners:
Sweden: Berith Karlsson, FSOS / Håge Wiktorsson, Närke Kulturbryggeri / Örebro
Scotland: Dr. Thomas Gardner, SCB / Craig Scotland, Stewart Brewing / Edinburgh
SCB: Scottish Craft Brewers / FSOF: Föreningen Sveriges Oberoende Småbryggerier
*) for details please visit:

www.bierakademie.net
www.hausgebraut.de

